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Who has ever heard of ‘the leftovers of the sword’? 

The phrase ‘the leftovers of the sword’ gained some visibility when Turkish President Erdogan used it earlier 

this month in a speech attacking his political opponents. It turns out that this common Turkish phrase references 

the small number of Christians who survived the successive genocides of a century ago. They are the leftovers 

of swords that President Erdogan and many others claim were never used. A Turkish columnist and academic at 

Columbia University in New York City, Dr. Ohannes Kilicdagi (who is not a practicing Christian), wrote the 

obvious response: 

Think about a country that actively uses a phrase like 'leftover of the sword' in the political culture and 

language. It is used by the highest authorities. But the same authorities of the same country claim that 

'there is no massacre in our history'. If there is not, then where does this phrase come from? Who does it 

refer to? 

The only conclusion is that such ‘authorities’ and their political adherents are shameless liars. 

Other stories in our report this week (click here to read in full) include: 

• Another attempt by Turkish media to implicate Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew I (another leftover) 

in the 2016 attempted coup. We have listed several such recent attempts against his reputation and one 

possibly against his life for perspective. 

• In more COVID-19 pandemic news, Indian Christians were unable to receive aid, and U.S. Christians 

were told that they should not give aid. A church in Pakistan, unused due to the pandemic, was attacked. 

A U.S. missionary pilot was killed in an Indonesian air crash while flying medical supplies to remote 

clinics. 

• Nigerians continue to be slaughtered. Nigerian children continue to be slaughtered. 

There was one miraculous story from Nigeria: a family of four was shot by Muslim gunmen. Every bullet 

missed vital organs. The father, a minister and high school headmaster, publicly thanked God. 

In Myanmar (formerly Burma) the wife and three children of a minister who had been abducted and declared 

dead over a year ago found him walking into their village, very much alive! Can we possibly imagine the 

emotions of that moment?! The elation was tempered by the condition of his release: he was to abandon his 

flock and relocate elsewhere, under pain of death. 

Please continue your prayers. Miracles do happen, after all. 
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